Plumbing and Heating

"MAKING WATER WORK FOR YOU"
Power Flushing Explained
KJS plumbing and Heating are experts when it comes to Power Flushing central heating systems.
Our prices for completing this essential service are extremely competitive being 50% less than

British Gas charges.
Power flushing is a method used to clean out blocked or clogged heating systems. Old heating
systems build up with debris in the pipes and tank. It is prudent to power flush a heating system
immediately before fitting a new boiler to an existing system. This is to prevent possible future
problems and if isn’t carried out, it will completely invalidate the new boiler warranty. Many systems
are found to contain corrosion and sludge, even if no flow problems have yet shown themselves.
Existing debris is often mobilised by alterations to the system/piping and the increased efficiency of
the new boiler. This may then accumulate in the boiler heat exchanger, causing noisy operation,
reduced efficiency and in many cases will cause failure of the boiler itself. The high efficiency and
compactness of modern boilers, developed to minimise fuel costs and pollution, means that they are
more susceptible to problems caused by debris in the system water.
The power flushing pump is simply connected into the heating system wherever most practicable.
The powerful flow, combined with the latest heat activated chemicals will dislodge and mobilise
The sludge deposits and corrosion which would resist traditional system cleaning methods.
Once the corrosion and sludge deposits have been loosened and mobilised, fresh clean water is
forced through the heating system, pushing the contaminated water out. During this process, the
radiators are individually flushed, without removing or disconnecting them from the system, by
directing the full output of the pump through each radiator separately.
KJS plumbing and Heating are experts when it comes to Power Flushing central heating systems.
Our prices for completing this essential service are extremely competitive being 50% less than

British Gas charges.

Call Us NOW for a Great deal on a central heating power Flush!!

07594 634822

